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a b s t r a c t

Computational modelling is a valuable complementary tool to assess behavior of bottom trawl fishing
gears. A simplified model of the interaction of the trawl warps, the otterboards and netting drag is pro-
posed. The model does not calculate the net geometry and it is constrained to steady towing conditions,
flat seabed and gear symmetry. Simulations provide a number of relevant outcomes such us distribution of
tensions at the warp, balance of forces at the otterboards or horizontal spread under different haul condi-
tions such as depth or towing speed. Based on the above, the objective of the present study was to describe
and implement the model and thus to predict the consequences of changing some gear components, in
particular to predict the impact of the doors on the seabed. This objective could have been fulfilled through
Otterboard
Experimental data

extensive sea trials to cover all the different haul conditions of interest. Due to the high cost of such trials
we chose to perform sea trials at two different bottom depths at which two towing speeds were tested.
Then we applied the simulation software to make a preliminary comparison with experimental results
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. Introduction

Bottom trawl fishing gears are complex systems in which the
ifferent constitutive components (net, sweeps, otterboards and
arps) are intimately coupled. Information on gear response has
een traditionally inferred from field tests (Henriques, 1992; Sala,
002; Fiorentini et al., 2004; PREMECS-II, 2006). This method is the
ost reliable but it is expensive both in resources and in time. In

ddition, scaled prototypes in flume-tank experiments have been
sed to predict the behaviour of the fishing gear (O’Neill, 1993;
erro et al., 1996; Hu et al., 2001; Fiorentini et al., 2004). However,
t is difficult to achieve a dynamic similarity between the prototype
nd the full-scale gear.

In addition to empirical studies, some simplified models for
midwater trawl system have been developed (Hu et al., 1995;

ee and Lee, 2000; Park, 2007). More complex theoretical models

or fishing gears have also been developed (Bessonneau and

arichal, 1998; Niedzwiedz and Hopp, 1998; O’Neill, 1999; Wan et
l., 2002; Priour, 2003; Suzuki et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2005) but most
f them deal with net geometries, and do not take the behaviour

∗ Corresponding author. Fax: +34 938967700.
E-mail address: joana@ma4.upc.edu (J. Prat).
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would be the effect of changing some gear components.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

f the otterboards into account. There are some publications on
esign and hydrodynamics of trawl doors, mostly based on empiri-
al experience (Ferro and Ritchie, 1984; Patterson and Watts, 1986;
EAFISH et al., 1993; Strickland, 1995; Reite and Sorensen, 2006).
incent and Marichal (2006) propose a model for the interaction
etween trawl components which includes a detailed study of the
tterboards but it appears to be rather costly in time computing.

In this paper we develop a simplified model for bottom trawl
shing gears that allows an efficient coupling among gear com-
onents (Folch et al., 2007). The simplification of the gear mainly
ffects the net, in fact, the only net parameters considered are the
otal net drag and the horizontal net opening at the wing ends. From
hese input parameters, the model predicts the configuration of the
ear solving for the equilibrium equations of the otterboards and
he governing equations of the warp. Simulations provide a number
f relevant outcomes such as the total drag force, the distribution
f tensions at the warps and the horizontal spread of the doors. The
odel also allows a detailed study of the otterboards behaviour

hat includes their balance of forces, including the reaction force

f the seabed, under different haul conditions (i.e. different fishing
epths or towing speeds).

The manuscript is arranged as follows. Firstly in Section 2 we
iscuss the assumptions and limitations of the model. In Section
we derive the governing equations for each component of the

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01657836
mailto:joana@ma4.upc.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.fishres.2008.07.007
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ear. In Section 4 we describe the numerical implementation of
he model. In Section 5 an overview of experimental sea trials and
ata processing is given. A comparison between model results and
xperimental data and some predictions about impact of the otter-
oard on the seabed are obtained in Section 6. Finally, conclusions
re presented in Section 7.

. Model assumptions

The behaviour of a fishing gear during a haul may be affected
n reality by multiple time-dependent and often unpredictable fac-
ors such as seabed irregularities, waves and/or water currents. In
rder to simplify the problem we constrain to an ideal scenario in
hich the following hypotheses apply: steady state (i.e. constant

owing speed and negligible effect of waves and currents on the
ear), flat seabed and gear symmetry with respect to the vertical
lane.

Some additional simplifications for the components of the gear
re also contemplated. Rather than the full net geometry, the model
nly considers the horizontal net opening and it assumes total net
rag is known. The sweeps are assumed to be in a straight line.
inally, we consider that the otterboards neither pitch nor heel.

. Model governing equations

The gear is towed at speed u with components: net, sweeps,
tterboards and warps. Taking into account the model assumptions
escribed in Section 2 it is only necessary to derive the governing
quations of the otterboard and the warp. A Cartesian frame of ref-
rence x̂ = 〈x, y, z〉 is defined with x opposite to the direction of
owing, y pointing outwards and z pointing downwards (see Fig. 1).

.1. Otterboard equations

In this section we derive the governing equations for the otter-
oards imposing equilibrium of forces and moments.

We consider the port trawl door with mass Mo, length Lo and
eight Ho. The otterboard is rigged with a warp and a twin back-
trops attachment to the sweep (see Fig. 2). We limit the model to
n otterboard without heel or pitch. Therefore the attack angle �
s the only degree of motion of the otterboard.

Forces acting on otterboards include weight, buoyancy, ground
ontact forces, hydrodynamic forces and tensions exerted by the
arp and the backstrops at the attachment points. We will now

escribe these forces (for further details see Folch et al., 2007).

We also limit the model to an otterboard that touches the seabed
lightly. Therefore, the interaction with the seabed results in an
pwards ground reaction force −N (N ≥ 0 the normal force) and in
friction force that acts in the opposite direction of tow and which

w
I
a
r

ig. 1. Components of a bottom trawl fishing gear. Flat seabed and symmetry are assum
irection of towing, y pointing outwards, and z pointing downwards.
ch 94 (2008) 109–117

s assumed to be proportional to the normal force −�N where � is
he friction coefficient.

Hydrodynamic forces generate drag and spreading forces:

Hx(� ) = 1
2 �aSoCD(� )|u|2, FHy(� ) = 1

2 �aSoCL(� )|u|2 (1)

here So is the otterboard projected surface, �a is the sea water
ensity and CD(� ) and CL(� ) are the drag and lift coefficients,
espectively. It is reasonable to neglect the vertical hydrodynamic
orce because we assume a zero heel.

The balance of forces at the otterboard is obtained by imposing
quilibrium. It yields, for each spatial component:

FHx(� ) − Tw cos �w cos �w + Tb cos � cos �b + �N = 0
FHy(� ) − Tw sin �w cos �w + Tb cos � sin �b = 0
−Tw sin �w + Tb sin � + P − N = 0

(2)

here Tw, �w and �w stand, respectively, for tension, yaw and pitch
ngles of the warp and Tb and �b are the tension and yaw angle
t the sweep respectively (see Fig. 2). For the port otterboard and
n accordance with our sign criteria � < 0, �w > 0, �w > 0 and

b < 0. P is the weight of otterboard in water.
In order to have a vertical force at the backstrops attachment

oint, it is necessary to add two additional constraints with �
efined as in Fig. 2:

(Tu
b + T l

b) cos �b = Tb cos �
(Tu

b − T l
b) sin �b = Tb sin �

(3)

here Tu
b , T l

b are the tensions at the top and the bottom of the
ackstrops respectively and �b is the pitch angle of the backstrops.

In addition to the balance of forces, the equilibrium hypothesis
lso requires a zero net balance of pairs. The balance of moments is
alculated with respect to the centre of pressure. It follows that the
air exerted by the hydrodynamic forces is zero because, by defi-
ition, the resultant force acts at the centre of pressure. The model
oes not take into account all degrees of motion of the doors so
e only impose moment zero in two directions. Under the zero-
eel hypothesis, weight and buoyancy forces do not produce any
oment for neither the x nor z-directions. In consequence, we bal-

nce moments in these two directions. Summarizing, the only pairs
alculated are those exerted by the warp and backstrops attach-
ents.
By imposing equilibrium the x and z components of moments

re obtained:

(Mw)x + (Mb)x = 0
(Mw) + (Mb) = 0

(4)

z z

here Mw, Mb are the warp and backstrops moment respectively.
n order to derive the equations (4) we first considered the rel-
tive positions of warp and backstrops attachment in a frame of
eference x̂o = 〈xo, yo, zo〉. This reference system was attached to

ed. A Cartesian frame of reference x̂ = 〈x, y, z〉 is defined with x opposite to the
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ig. 2. Port otterboard with a twin backstrops adjustment. Top: lateral view. Bottom
ngles of warp and backstrops attachments respectively; Tb is the tension at the bac

he otterboard with origin located at the centre of pressure, so
hat xo pointed backwards (opposite to the direction of towing),

o pointed outwards, and zo pointed downwards. We then rotated
he relative positions by an angle of attack � in order to get the
ositions in the x̂ frame of reference.

.2. Warp equations

Consider a warp of length L and diameter D towed from a vessel
t speed u. The warp has neither stretch nor torsion. The goal is
o determine the tension T and the coordinates of each point of
he warp on the Cartesian basis x̂ = 〈x, y, z〉. An orthogonal set of
nit vectors x̂w = 〈t, n, b〉 is defined at each point of the warp with
tangential to the warp, n normal to the warp and lying on the
ertical plane and b = t × n. The orientation of this local basis at a
ertain length or parameter arc s ∈ [0, L] is given by the Euler angles
(s) and �(s), that is, the system x̂w and the Cartesian frame of

eference x̂ are related by x̂w = R x̂, where:

=
(

cos � cos � sin � cos � sin �
− cos � sin � − sin � sin � cos �

sin � − cos � 0

)
(5)

n addition to tension, forces per unit of length acting on the warp

nclude: mass forces due to weight and buoyancy and hydrody-
amic forces which, in general, can be inertial and non-inertial.
nder steady towing conditions the inertial forces vanish and,

n consequence, only the non-inertial forces along the tangential
FHt) and normal directions (FHn and FHb) are considered. Hydrody-

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
view. � is the angle of attack; �w and �b are pitch angles and �w and �b are yaw
ps.

amic resistance of a warp is well described by Morison’s equation
Faltinsen, 1990):

FHt
FHn
FHb

)
= 1

2
�aD

⎛
⎝ Ct�|ut|ut

Cn
√

u2
n + u2

bun

Cn
√

u2
n + u2

bub

⎞
⎠ (6)

here (ut, un, ub)T are the components of the water speed (as seen
y an observer attached to the warp), and Ct and Cn are the tangen-
ial and normal warp coefficients respectively. It is obvious that the
ater speed moves in the opposite direction to the vessel towing

peed (of the towing velocity u), that is:

ut

un

ub

)
= |u|

(
cos � cos �

− cos � sin �
sin �

)
(7)

The governing equations for the warp result finally from
mposing equilibrium of forces (Chin et al., 2000):

dT

ds
= −w sin � − FHt(�, �)

d�

ds
= − 1

T
(w cos � + FHn(�, �))

d�

ds
= FHb(�, �)

T cos �
dx

(8)
ds
= cos � cos �

dy

ds
= sin � cos �

dz

ds
= sin �
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Table 1
Details of gear rigging adopted during the first (WL450) and second (WL200) fishing
cruises

A Wire Ø 16 mm 150 m
B Doors (1800 mm × 1150 mm), 280 kg –
C Combination rope Ø 22 mm 6 m
D Combination rope Ø 22 mm 100 m
E
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here w = (�w − �a)�D2g/4, �w is the warp density and g stands
or the gravity acceleration.

The above constitutes a system of ordinary differential equa-
ions. Given the coordinates (x, y, z), the Euler angles (�, � ), and
he tension (T) of the warp at the bracket, the system is numeri-
ally integrated backwards along the parameter arc s ∈ [0, L] from
he door (s = L) to the vessel (s = 0).

. Model implementation

Model inputs are the total net drag and the horizontal net
pening at the wing ends together with other general parameters
f the gear and the haul. We present the model implementation
tep by step:

Step 1. Solve the equilibrium equations of the otterboards (2), (3)
and (4). The input parameters are: the yaw angle �b, the
tension at the backstrops attachment point Tb and the pitch
angle at the warp bracket �w. Note that �b is also the yaw
angle of the sweep and that Tb is one half of the total net drag
because a zero tension drop is assumed to occur along the
sweeps. The outcomes are: the attack angle � , the tension
Tw and the yaw angle �w at the warp attachment point and
the position coordinates (yw, zw) of the warp bracket with
respect to the system of reference x̂ with origin located at
the centre of the vessel’s stern.

tep 2. Solve the warp differential Eq. (8) backwards in the interval
s ∈ [0, L], with initial values: T(L) = Tw, � (L) = �w, �(L) =
�w, y(L) = yw, z(L) = zw (the initial value of x coordinate
could be any). The final (y, z) calculated values are written
as yship = y(0) and zship = z(0).

tep 3. The global function F(�b, �w) = (yship, zship) is defined fol-
lowing Steps 1 and 2.

tep 4. Find (�b, �w) so that zship equals zero (i.e. ensure the fishing
depth H) and yship equals half of the warp separation at the
vessel’s stern, Y (i.e. ensure that the vessel lies on the vertical
plane of symmetry):

F(�b, �w) = (Y, 0) (9)

Numerical algorithms to solve Steps 1 and 2 have been imple-
ented using the open software libraries MINPACK and ODEPACK

Hindmarsh, 1983), respectively. The problem (9) is equivalent to
nding a zero of a system of nonlinear functions which is solved
sing MINPACK library, the Jacobian is calculated by a forward-
ifference approximation. The initial condition is �w = arcsin(H/L)
straight warp) and �b varying from −�/4 to 0 until convergence
s achieved.

. Materials and methods

.1. Experimental sea trials

A validation with experimental data is essential to guarantee
hat a physical model is built on reasonable hypothesis. The val-
dation is also necessary so as to ensure that the formulations
nd solving algorithms for the model have been implemented
roperly.

For our preliminary tests we have used experimental data from a
et of sea trials conducted on two fishing cruises at different fishing

rounds in the Central Adriatic Sea (Italy) normally exploited by
ocal fishermen.

The trials were carried out on board RV “G. Dallaporta”, an Ital-
an research vessel of 810 kW at 1650 rpm, Length Over All of
5.30 m and Gross Tonnage of 285 GT. By means of the instru-

s
t
p
o
r

Wire Ø 14 mm 52.5 m
Combination rope Ø 36 mm 50 m
Chain 3.30 m

entation mounted on this vessel, it was possible to measure
ome additional parameters. In particular a Doppler Log was used
o measure the instant vessel speed in relation to the seabed, a
orsiometer measured the engine revolutions, the shaft torque,
he shaft power and the fuel consumption of the vessel’s main
ngine. The ship is also equipped with both an echosounder to
easure the sea-depth and a GPS to determine the vessel’s posi-

ion.
The gear used during the cruises is a typical Italian commercial

rawl used in the Central Adriatic Sea entirely made up of knot-
ess polyamide netting, approximately 58 m long from the wing
ips to the codend, with 600 meshes of 60 mm in the top panel
t the footrope level. It was equipped with a 60.3 m-long footrope
ade up of 38 mm combined rope, weighted with 80 kg of leads

hroughout the footrope. The trawl rigging included 150 m sweeps
nd Danish trawl doors, made by the Italian door manufacturer
rilli (see Table 1 and Fig. 3). The otterboard drag and the respec-

ive lift hydrodynamic coefficients are given for an angle of attack of
pproximately 30◦ at maximum lift only (CL(30◦) = 1.20, CD(30◦) =
.82).

All the rigging components of the gear coincide with common
ommercial practice used in the Central Adriatic bottom trawl fish-
ries. In particular, the length of the towing warps was decided on
he basis of water depth.

Both cruises took place in restricted areas. A more detailed
escription of these trials is given in Sala et al. (2007). The first
ruise occurred between 27/04/04 and 21/05/04 at a depth of
pproximately 70 m, 30–35 miles off Ancona (Italy), while the
econd cruise took place between 01/09/04 and 10/09/04 in an area
ituated around 5 miles north of Ancona, at a depth of about 20 m.
ereafter the first and second cruises will be referred to as WL450
nd WL200 respectively.

A total of 34 and 20 valid hauls were carried out in the first and
econd cruise respectively. Commercial practices were followed
ith regards to the trawling speed and hauling time. In particu-

ar, the tow duration was considered to be the time between the
chievement of optimal gear opening and the moment when speed
as reduced to recover the warp.

During all the hauls, the SCANBAS SGM-15 system (SCANMAR,
orway) was used to measure the gear’s performance: horizon-

al door spread, horizontal net opening (defined as upper net
ing-end spread) and vertical net opening (defined as height of

he headline centre above the seabed). Moreover, two electronic
EKKAL (Germany) load cells were used to measure the warp loads
nd two MICREL (France) underwater force sensors were inserted
mmediately in front of the wing-ends to measure the net drag
head of the wing tips.

All the instruments were linked by RS232/485 serial ports to a
ersonal computer, which automatically controlled the data acqui-

ition and provided the correct functioning of the system in real
ime through an appropriately developed Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0
rogram. The laptop recorded all the measurements taken at a rate
f every ten seconds on the hard disk. A set of measurements was
ecorded for every haul to be processed afterwards at the institute.
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Fig. 3. Gear rigging adopted during the fir

.2. Experimental data process
For each haul, the data collected before the stabilization of the
ear performance were discarded. Then an average of each param-
ter was computed on the remaining data. Data screening was

B
c

d

able 2
xperimental data obtained in the Adriatic sea trials. WL450 and WL200 correspond to fi

[m] ID Haul ID File V [kn] SP [HP] FC [kg/h]

L450 1355 CE012.S04 3.11 234 46
1356 CE013.S04 3.07 226 44
1357 CE014.S04 3.10 223 44
1358 CE015.S04 3.00 213 45
1359 CE016.S04 3.19 234 48
1360 CE017.S04 3.09 208 45
1361 CE018.S04 3.17 226 46
1362 CE019.S04 3.11 233 46
1363 CE020.S04 4.05 337 61
1364 CE021.S04 4.11 392 68
1365 CE022.S04 3.14 221 43
1366 CE023.S04 2.99 231 45
1368 CE025.S04 3.14 235 44
1369 CE026.S04 3.02 229 44
1370 CE027.S04 3.07 245 46
1371 CE028.S04 3.07 233 46
1372 CE029.S04 3.06 215 43
1373 CE030.S04 3.98 332 59
1374 CE031.S04 3.93 376 65
1375 CE032.S04 3.08 229 46
1376 CE033.S04 3.08 224 45
1377 CE034.S04 3.02 197 42
1378 CE035.S04 3.06 246 48
1379 CE036.S04 3.07 207 42
1380 CE037.S04 2.96 236 47
1381 CE038.S04 3.07 224 44
1382 CE039.S04 3.05 222 46
1383 CE040.S04 4.15 389 67
1384 CE041.S04 4.08 359 64
1385 CE042.S04 3.05 232 46
1386 CE043.S04 3.07 230 46
1387 CE044.S04 3.06 230 47
1388 CE045.S04 3.07 224 46

L200 1400 CE057.S04 3.31 241 51
1401 CE058.S04 3.56 219 51
1402 CE059.S04 3.24 209 47
1403 CE060.S04 3.29 200 45
1404 CE061.S04 4.11 364 68
1405 CE062.S04 4.16 277 57
1406 CE063.S04 4.17 324 62
1407 CE064.S04 4.17 325 65
1408 CE065.S04 3.19 218 49
1409 CE066.S04 3.53 203 48
1410 CE067.S04 3.17 257 51
1411 CE068.S04 3.22 158 39
1412 CE069.S04 3.24 254 54
1413 CE070.S04 3.36 174 43
1414 CE071.S04 3.20 216 48
1415 CE072.S04 3.28 180 46
1416 CE073.S04 3.22 234 51
1417 CE074.S04 3.31 180 44
1418 CE075.S04 3.18 204 46
1419 CE076.S04 3.09 212 47

: towing speed; SP: shaft power; FC: fuel consumption; TGD: total gear drag; TND: total n
et opening.
450) and second (WL200) fishing cruises.

ccomplished using an appropriately developed Microsoft Visual

asic 6.0 program, in particular unlikely data were discarded when
onsidered inconsistent.

Specifically the objectives of these measurements were to obtain
etailed knowledge of the gear performance by measuring the prin-

rst and second cruise respectively

TGD [kgf] TND [kgf] HDS [m] HNO [m] VNO [m]

2901 2222 96.6 20.3 1.47
2832 2169 95.1 20.2 1.45
2791 2150 94.4 20.3 1.52
2776 2119 94.4 20.3 1.45
2956 2260 97.5 20.8 1.37
2723 2039 95.7 20.8 1.39
2905 2209 97.3 20.5 1.39
2963 2249 95.2 21.0 1.45
4176 3328 97.5 20.7 1.28
4492 3567 95.9 20.6 1.38
2754 2056 93.7 21.4 1.48
2597 1927 93.6 21.9 1.43
2600 1955 89.5 22.1 1.47
2704 2063 92.5 21.2 1.41
2756 2140 92.5 20.3 1.45
2801 2185 93.9 20.4 1.44
2687 2073 93.9 20.4 1.50
3849 3019 94.0 20.4 1.28
4083 3291 93.6 20.3 1.19
2874 2217 93.8 19.9 1.41
2602 1996 91.3 20.3 1.39
2534 1989 92.0 20.5 1.48
2974 2403 97.8 20.6 1.37
2606 2001 89.8 19.4 1.47
2715 2120 93.1 20.0 1.41
2696 2090 93.5 19.8 1.42
2644 2070 92.7 19.6 1.43
4223 3441 88.2 18.4 1.36
4148 3353 91.9 19.2 1.35
2761 2147 94.3 20.3 1.46
2828 2209 95.8 20.3 1.38
2650 2006 92.3 19.9 1.47
2862 2228 95.1 20.6 1.37

2809 2364 66.0 16.3 1.57
2802 2356 61.3 16.3 1.59
2549 2134 56.7 17.1 1.72
2620 2196 58.4 16.4 1.60
3971 3387 66.3 16.8 1.45
3587 3047 64.9 16.4 1.45
3688 3139 71.2 16.6 1.45
3904 3327 69.1 17.6 1.44
2806 2365 56.0 16.1 1.60
2783 2338 54.7 16.5 1.62
2777 2335 58.2 17.1 1.59
2175 1807 51.9 15.2 1.83
2957 2496 57.9 17.0 1.52
2433 2028 55.0 16.8 1.73
2609 2191 58.3 17.3 1.59
2428 2074 56.1 17.0 1.66
2730 2328 57.3 16.8 1.63
2424 2032 56.2 16.4 1.71
2506 2108 56.9 17.1 1.65
2479 2073 57.4 16.6 1.94

et drag; HDS: horizontal door spread; HNO: horizontal net opening; VNO: vertical
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Table 4
Summary of input values used in the simulation (WL450/WL200respectively)

Parameter (units) Value

General
H (m) 70/20
� 0.6
�a (kg/m3) 1026

Vessel
Y (m) 3.5

Warp
L (m) 450/200
D (m) 0.016
Ct 0.01
Cn 1.8

Door
Mo (kg) 280
Lo (m) 1.8
Ho (m) 1.15
CL (30◦) 1.20
CD (30◦) 0.82

Sweep
Ls (m) 150

H: sea depth; �: friction coefficient of trawl door; �a: sea water density; Y: half
o
n
d
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ipal parameters that describe the mechanical and hydrodynamic
ehaviour of the gear and to understand the interaction between
he parameters measured.

Generalized Linear Models (GLM) were applied to the data in
rder to provide coefficient estimates and summary statistics for
rediction regression models of the main performance parame-
ers. For horizontal net opening, HNO [m], the multiple regression
elationship is:

NO = a + bV + cL (10)

here V [kn] is the towing speed, L [m] is the warp length and a [m],
[s], c are coefficients computed by means of the GLM method.

Two other parameters were considered: the total gear drag TGD
kgf] and the total net drag TND [kgf]. The analysis showed that,
or all parameters, a linear dependence upon speed was reasonably
ccurate, but a better approximation was achieved by correlating
he drags with the squared speed. This analysis also showed that
he other independent variable to be considered in the equation
as the warp length. The use of further variables did not sub-

tantially improve the approximation of data, therefore the general
elationships are:

GD = a + bV2 + cL (11)

ND = a + bV2 + cL (12)

here a [kg], b [kg s2 m−2] and c [kg m−1]. All the statistical pro-
edures were performed using the SPSS for Windows (Rel. 13.0)
oftware package.

. Results

.1. Experimental sea trials

The experimental data from the sea trials are shown in Table 2.
he GLM routines applied to the data provided suitable prediction
odels for all the main trawl technical parameters (see Table 3).

he R-squares, ranging from 0.944 to 0.981, indicated that good fits
o the data were achieved. The measurements of the main gear-
erformance parameters and the corresponding predicted curves
re shown in Fig. 4. The variability between hauls can be appreci-
ted in this figure.

The main test results show that the total gear drag and the total
et drag parameters were both strongly affected by the squared
owing speed and warp length. As in most of the nets, there was an
ncrease in drag with increasing warp length or bottom depth. In

ddition, an increase in the towing speed produced an increase in
he horizontal door spread.

The wing-end spread was strongly affected by the warp length
nly. During the hauls, where the warp length was 200 m, the
ing-end spread reached values of 15–17 m, in contrast to 18–22 m
easured when the warp was 450 m (see Fig. 4).

s
t
c

w
s

able 3
stimated coefficients (E. Coef.) and Asymptotic Standard Error (A.S.E.) of Generalized Lin
kgf], total net drag TND [kgf], horizontal net opening HNO [m] and vertical net opening V

TGD = a + bV2 + cL TND = a + bV2 + cL

E. Coef. A.S.E. Sig. p E. Coef. A.S.E. Sig. p

237.369 131.284 0.077 306.852 117.430 0.012
189.697 8.438 <0.001 164.193 7.547 <0.001
1.655 0.194 <0.001 0.615 0.173 <0.001

F (2, 52) (2, 52)
2 0.955 0.951
ig. <0.001 <0.001

[kn]: towing speed; L [m]: warp length.
f stern distance; L: warp length; D: warp diameter; Ct and Cn: warp hydrody-
amic coefficients; Mo: door mass; Lo: door length; Ho: door height; CL and CD:
oor hydrodynamic coefficients for an attack angle of 30◦; Ls: sweep length.

.2. A simulation

The first cruise (WL450) has been simulated and we will
ocus on the behaviour of the otterboards. Table 4 summarizes
he general input values of the model. The friction coefficient �
epends on several factors (i.e. surface materials, velocity, etc.),
owever it seems to slightly change within a limited range of
alues (Lide, 2007; Barker and Timko, 2003). No information
n the interaction between steel and seabed can be found in
hese references. To illustrate the results of the model we have
ecided to consider an intermediate value (� = 0.6). A varia-
ion of this coefficient did not significantly affect the results,
uch as the total gear drag and horizontal door spread, of
he model. The model needs additional geometrical and hydro-

echanical information of the trawl doors such as centre of
ressure location, relative positions of the warp and backstrops
ttachments and hydrodynamic coefficients as a function of the
ttack angle.

According to SEAFISH et al. (1993), we place the centre of pres-
ure (origin of the x̂o frame of reference) at the geometrical centre of
he door, a reasonable hypothesis at least with respect to horizontal

omponents.

Since, during the sea cruises, the Grilli doors were used
ith a triple backstrop arrangement and the current model can

imulate only a double backstrop rigging we do not consider the

ear Model (GLM) routines, applied to the dependent measures: total gear drag TGD
NO [m]

HDS = a + bV + cL HNO = a + bV + cL

E. Coef. A.S.E. Sig. p E. Coef. A.S.E. Sig. p

18.196 4.702 <0.001 13.698 0.273 <0.001
3.816 1.240 0.003 – – –
0.141 0.004 <0.001 0.015 0.001 <0.001

(2, 52) (1, 52)
0.981 0.944
<0.001 <0.001
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when this step size was smaller).

The simulation also provided the balance of forces (see Table 6).
A valuable result of the model is the ground reaction, N/g = −89.15
kgf, a measurement of the impact of the otterboard on the seabed.
ig. 4. Total gear drag (TGD), total net drag (TND), horizontal door spread (HDS) and
ata collected with a warp length of 450 m (WL450) in solid diamonds and with a w
egression models (WL450/WL200 respectively).

hird chain and we simulated the doors by moving the other two
hains slightly to the back. We used these relative positions in
he x̂o frame of reference (in [m]): rw = Lo(−0.32, −0.19, 0)T, ru

b =
o(0.12, 0.08, −0.24)T and rl

b = Lo(0.12, 0.08, 0.24)T for the warp
racket and the upper and lower backstrops attachment respec-
ively.

Finally, we have estimated hydrodynamic coefficients as a func-
ion of the attack angle by choosing the coefficients of a Dan-Green
ype SV trawl door from SEAFISH et al. (1993). We modified such
oefficients linearly to match coefficients of the Grilli door at max-
mum lift (see Table 5).

Another drawback is that we do not know the exact hydrody-
amic coefficients of the warps in the differential Eq. (6), we assume
hem to be Ct = 0.01, Cn = 1.8 (Theret, 1993; Chin et al., 2000).

To finally set up the model it was necessary to charac-
erize the net resistance and the horizontal net opening for
his particular gear (see regression relationships (12) and (10)
espectively and Table 3). The first simulation of the sea
rials on the first cruise (WL450) with a towing speed of 4 kn,

et drag of 3211 kgf and horizontal net opening of 20.45 m
ields instantaneously to the symmetric steady gear configuration
ith �b = −11.92◦, �w = 4.67◦ and the following gear perfor-
ances:

able 5
ydrodynamic coefficients as a function of attack angle ˛ (degrees) used to simulate

he Danish trawl doors, made by the Italian door manufacturer Grilli

CL CD

5 1.12 0.67
0 1.20 0.82
5 1.11 0.92
0 1.05 0.96

F
fi

ontal net opening (HNO) against towing speed V. The plots show the experimental
ngth of 200 m (WL200) in open diamonds. Solid/dashed line shows the prediction

Geometry of the gear (see Fig. 5).
Horizontal door spread: 85.61 m.
Angle of attack: ˛ = −30.24◦. The angle � is 0.32◦.
Contribution of the different components to the total drag of the
gear: net 76%, sweeps 0%, otterboards 19% and warps 5%.
Distribution of tensions. The total resistance of the gear yields
4224 kgf.

The initial condition was �b = −30◦ and �w = arcsin(70/450) ≈
.95◦. A length step size of approximately 0.5 m was used in ODE-
ACK software libraries in order to solve warp differential equations
umerically (no significant differences were found between results
ig. 5. Simulation of the geometry of the gear during the sea trials relative to the
rst cruise (WL450) at towing speed V = 4 kn. (a) Top view, (b) lateral view of warp.
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Table 6
Balance of forces of the otterboard calculated on the basis of the sea trials relative
to the first cruise (WL450) at towing speed V = 4 kn

Force x y z

Weight 0.00 0.00 280.00
Buoyancy 0.00 0.00 -36.83
Ground friction 54.38 0.00 0.00
Ground reaction 0.00 0.00 -89.15
Hydrodynamic 365.24 529.42 0.00
Warp tension −1990.35 −197.97 −163.46
Upper backstrop 795.01 −167.76 389.33
Lower backstrop 775.72 −163.69 −379.88
Sum 0.00 0.00 0.00

All data are given in kgf.

Table 7
Ground reaction force for different warp length L and towing speed V; sea depth
H = 70 m
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Fig. 7. (a) Total gear drag TGD as a function of towing speed V. (b) Differences
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(m) V = 3 kn V = 4 kn

50 −200.09 kgf −89.15 kgf
05 −166.83 kgf −47.53 kgf

o have a negative ground reaction with a small absolute value
s the ideal scenario. Therefore, we could conclude that this trawl
ear (towed at 4 kn) could work with a lighter otterboard of about
00 kg.

We have observed how the ground reaction varied with the warp
ength and the towing speed (see Table 7). The ground reaction
ncreases (in absolute value) dramatically when the towing speed
ecreases. Moreover, a decrease of 10% of the warp length reduces
he ground reaction significantly (in absolute value).

We have also calculated the attack angle by varying the towing
peed and we can conclude that it is almost constant (at V = 3 kn,
= −30.32◦). Meanwhile the attack angle changes some degrees
hen the ratio r = L/H changes. The simulations of the sea trials

f the second cruise (WL200) provided an attack angle of −27.3◦ ±
.2◦.

.3. Comparison with data

Fig. 6 a shows the comparison between predicted and mea-
ured horizontal otterboard spread for different towing speeds. The
odel predictions (solid/dashed lines) showed that horizontal door
pread is more affected by warp length than towing speed, as it
an also be seen in experimental results (solid and open diamond).
he relative differences between model results and experimental
ata depend on the haul (i.e. depend on the ratio r = L/H) as can
e observed in Fig. 6 b. Good agreement was found between the

ig. 6. (a) Horizontal door spread HDS versus towing speed V. (b) Relative differ-
nces (%) between horizontal door spread of model and data. Solid line/dashed line
rom results of the model and solid diamonds/open diamonds from experimental
ata (WL450/WL200 respectively).

g
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etween total gear drag and tension of the net TND. Solid line/dashed line from
esults of the model and solid diamonds/open diamonds from experimental data
WL450/WL200 respectively).

odel and experimental tests in WL200 (r = 10). Practically no
ean differences were found in horizontal door spread (< 7%). Dis-

repancies between the sea trials and model measurements have
een found in WL450 (r ≈ 6.4). However, they decreased at higher
owing speeds: the mean difference at high speed, which was less
han 8% at 4 kn, increased to 18% at 3 kn. One of the main sources of
iscrepancies could be the hypothesis that the model assumes the
tterboards to have no heel. From experimental data we know that
he inward heel of otterboards decreases with towing speed (Sala
t al., 2007). When the heel angles are small, the experimental data
ill correspond better with model results.

Fig. 7 a shows the total gear drag obtained by the model
solid/dashed lines), and the total gear drag obtained experi-

entally (solid vs open diamond). When r ≈ 6.4 (WL450), the
ifferences also decrease at higher towing speeds: the mean
ifference is less than 8%. Meanwhile in case r = 10 (WL200) the
ean difference is almost constant and less than 14%. Fig. 7 b shows

he difference between total gear drag obtained by the model and
otal net drag, and the difference between total gear drag and total
et drag obtained experimentally. In spite of significant discrepan-
ies between sea trials and model simulations, they react similarly
hen towing speed increases.

. Conclusion

We have developed a simplified model for bottom trawl fishing
ears. The numerical implementation allows for an efficient and
onsistent coupling among gear components. A relevant feature
f the model is that it skips a detailed simulation of the net and
ence provides approximate results at negligible computational
ost.

The model provides some results related to behaviour of otter-
oards such as the horizontal door spread, the angle of attack, the
ensions at the backstrops and warp attachments, and the balance
f forces and moments. In addition, the tensions and the resulting
eometry of the warp are also calculated.

A valuable indicator of the impact of the otterboard on the
eabed is the reaction force of the otterboards. We have observed
hrough simulations that the reaction force (in absolute value)
ncreases dramatically when the warp length increases or when
he towing speed decreases. We have also observed that the attack
ngle is almost constant for a given ratio warp length/depth.

As a starting point, we have compared the horizontal door

pread and the total gear drag with experimental data. Compared
o experimental results, the horizontal door spread calculated by
he model reacted in a similar way when r changed, however the
alues reacted slightly differently when towing speed changed. We
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elieve that one of the sources of the discrepancies (differences
etween 17% and 7%) comes from the model hypotheses, that otter-
oards have no heel angle. Moreover, knowledge of all otterboard
etails (rigging and hydrodynamics) is essential; different charac-
eristics yield different results (Folch et al., 2007). Regarding the
iscrepancies of the total drag between the experimental data and
he model, we think that we should improve the routine solving
he warp geometry, for instance by adjusting the hydrodynamic
oefficients.

For the limited scope of the tests conducted, the advantage of
uch a method is not only confined to facilitating observations of
hanges in trawl design and to determining the gear behaviour
tself, but also to provide an overall view of the total trawl gear
ystem. In a more practical sense, working with simplified mod-
ls may provide sufficient insight into the physical interaction of
arious components and performance factors to highlight areas
orthy of close attention in sea trials. The promising results

btained with the current simplified model were generally verified
t high towing speeds and yielded better results compared to some
ecent flume-tank tests (Sala, 2002; Fiorentini et al., 2004), where
ifferences of the order of 20–25% were found. We are aware, how-
ver, that the model could be improved taking into account heel
nd pitch angle of the trawl doors, the tension of the sweeps and
he use of more accurate values for the hydrodynamic coefficients
f warp and otterboards.
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